We develop the notion of Brakke flow with free-boundary in a barrier surface. Unlike the classical free-boundary mean curvature flow, the free-boundary Brakke flow must "pop" upon tangential contact with the barrier. We prove a compactness theorem for freeboundary Brakke flows, define a Gaussian monotonicity formula valid at all points, and use this to adapt the local regularity theorem of White [23] to the free-boundary setting. Using Ilmanen's elliptic regularization procedure [10] , we prove existence of free-boundary Brakke flows.
Introduction
A surface † has geometric free-boundary in a barrier hypersurface S if † S , and † meets S orthogonally. This is a physically and mathematically natural boundary condition to impose on geometric problems-with-boundary, and has garnered increasing interest over the past several years.
In the 1990s Stahl [20] proved long-time existence of the smooth, compact, free-boundary mean curvature flow of hypersurfaces, in the sense that curvature blow-up must occur at a finitetime singularity. Some progress has been made analyzing mean-convex singularities through smooth blow-ups: via a particular monotonicity formula Buckland [4] proved type-I singularities are modeled on generalized cylinders (with free-boundary in a plane), and recently the author proved in [5] that type-II singularities can be realized by translating solitons, via the Huisken-Sinestrari estimates. Many others have considered smooth free-boundary curvature flows, including [13, 14, 16, 19, 22] . A notion of free-boundary Brakke flow was originally written down by Mizuno and Tonegawa [17] , who proved existence of codimension-one freeboundary Brakke flows in convex barriers via the Allen-Cahn functional. Recently Kagaya [11] extended their analysis to more general barriers. The related notion of level-set flow with freeboundary has been studied extensively by several authors (see [6, 12, 18, 21] ).
In this paper we develop further the theory of Brakke flows with free-boundary. Our first result is a compactness theorem for this class of flows (Theorem 4.10). The following simple example illustrates why one must modify Brakke's definition of flow to have compactness in the free-boundary setting: let V k be the regular k-gon inscribed in a circle. Each V k is a stationary 1-varifold, with free-boundary in the circle, and therefore by any reasonable definition is a Brakke flow with free-boundary. However, taking k ! 1, the V k ! S 1 as varifolds, which is not anymore a Brakke flow! 2.2. Regularity scales and reflection. Let u be a function into R N n , defined on some subset of U R n . We define the following (semi-)norms: (This is not the scale-invariant C k;˛norm.) Note we do not require u to be defined on all of U . Let S be a smooth n-surface in R N , and x 2 S . We define the C k regularity scale of S at x, written as r k .S; x/, to be the largest radius r so that, after a suitable rotation, the translated and dilated surface .S x/=r \ .B n 1 B N n 1 / coincides with the graph of some u W U B n 1 ! R N n satisfying juj k;B n 1 Ä 1. The C k;˛r egularity scale is defined in precisely the same manner, and is denoted by r k;˛. S; x/.
Notice that r 2 bounds the inscribed radius from below, so a bound on r 2 is stronger than a bound on the second fundamental form.
Equivalently, the C k (or C k;˛) regularity scale is the largest r for which
where L n is some affine n-plane, and u W U L ! L ? is a function satisfying k X i D0 r i 1 jD i uj 0;U .C r kC˛ 1 OED k u˛; U if C k;˛/ Ä 1:
If we take L D T x S, then u.0/ D Du.0/ D 0, and we see that the regularity scale is always positive. The best scale may not be achieved by L D T x S though. We define the global regularity scale r k;˛. S / D inf x2S r k;˛. S; x/:
Throughout the rest of the present paper we fix in notation S N 1 R N as our smooth, embedded, oriented barrier hypersurface. Write S for the orienting unit normal, and d.x/ for the distance function to S . Let .x/ be the nearest point projection of x onto S.
We define the reflection across S of a point x to be Q x D 2 .x/ x:
Given a vector v 2 T x R N , we let Q v 2 T Q x R N be the linear reflection across T .x/ S . In other words, if refl denotes the usual affine reflection across T .x/ S , then
We shall only consider and Q x as defined in sufficiently small neighborhood of S , so both are smooth functions of x.
Pick a point y 2 S , and for simplicity assume y D 0, and T y S D R N 1 ¹0º. Let r 3 .S; y/ D , and take u W B N 1 .0/ ! R to be the graph in (2.1) realizing r 3 . We define the inverse projection map at y to bê . jˆ Idj Ä c.n/ r 2 ; jDˆ Idj Ä c.n/ r ; jD 2ˆj 0 Ä c.n/ :
If we further have r k;˛. S; y/ D , then kC˛ 1 OED kˆ˛; B N 1 OE ; Ä c.n; k;˛/:
We make the following definition out of convenience. Let c 0 .n/ D 10c.n/, where c.n/ as in (2.3) . For x 2 S , define the reflection regularity scale r S .x/ to be the largest radius less than or equal to r 3 .S; x/ so that:
(A) on B N r S .x/ the inverseˆ 1 centered at x exists, and satisfies
The global reflection regularity scale of S is defined to be r S D inf x2S r S .x/. By construction, r S scales with S, and in fact by (2.3) we can take r S .x/ D .n/r 3 .S; x/.
We require with some further estimates onˆ. We remark that d.x/ Ä jxj C j Q xj, where defined. Lemma 2.3. Let x 2 B r S .S /, and let v 2 T x R N be a unit vector. Write refl for the affine reflection about T .x/ S . We have
For any n-plane L n , at x we have and
The last relation follows directly from the others.
Spacetime and flows.
We define spacetime to be the space
º: We typically use capitals to denote points in spacetime. We define the spacetime ball centered at X to be B N;1 R .X / D ¹Y 2 R N;1 W jX Y j < Rº: In R N;1 time naturally scales like space squared. We write the parabolic scaling operator as
Given a function u W U B n;1 .0/ ! R N n , the spacetime graph of u is the set
We define the parabolic (semi-)norms
Here jXj is the parabolic norm.
Let M be a C 1 submanifold (with possible boundary) of R N C1 in the ordinary Euclidean sense, having (Euclidean) dimension n C 1. We define the parabolic C k;˛regularity scale of M at X, written r k;˛. M; X /, to be the largest radius r so that, after a suitable rotation in space, the dilated and translated submanifold
If no such r exists, we set r k;˛D 0. However, if X is not a critical point for the time function .x; t / 7 ! t restricted to M, then due to the parabolic scaling r k;˛. M; X / will be positive. In fact, r k;˛i s bounded away from 0 on compact subsets of M, since if r k;˛. M; X / > 0, then one can choose an r with 0 < r Ä r k;˛. M; X / so that r k;˛ r in some neighborhood of X.
We say M is a smooth flow with classical free-boundary in S , if for some T 2 . 1; 1,
We often refer to M as the spacetime track of the flow. Given an open set U R N;1 , we say
Of course, when the mean curvature vector exists, then H X D S T .H / X for every X 2 T .S; U /. We write S T .H / in (3.1) to emphasize that S T .H / is the natural quantity for free-boundary varifolds.
As with classical free-boundary manifolds, if S is a hyperplane, then V can be reflected to a varifold without boundary. 
So kı Q V k Ä kıV k C kı.A ] V /k, and Q V has no generalized boundary. Moreover, for any precompact W have
Proof. By direct calculation, we have
To deduce inequality (3.3), we use that for any X 2 C 1 c .W /,
as desired.
We shall prove that any free-boundary varifold has locally bounded total variation. Here is the intuition. Suppose V were smooth up to the barrier, and we have control over S T .H /. Almost-everywhere in spt.V / \ S we have T x V T x S , and proj N x S ı II V D II S j T x V . So we have control over S ? .H / also. Then using a trace formula we obtain control over k V k.
For general integral varifolds we accomplish this using a monotonicity formula due to Allard. Proposition 3.2 (compare Allard [1] ). If V is a free-boundary varifold in U , then kıV k is locally finite in U , and for every W W 0 U we have
(actually we can replace r S with r 2 .S /). Therefore a locally-finite integral varifold V has free-boundary in S if and only if V has locally bounded first-variation, and the generalized boundary measure V is supported in S,
Proof. From the boundary monotonicity formula (see Proposition A.3) we have that, for
Let g be a function satisfying 0 Ä g Ä 1; g Á 1 on W; spt.g/ W 0 ; jDgj Ä 10 d.W; W 0 / :
By (3.5), the limit .h/ always exists, and by our construction of g we have jhj Ä jhj 0 g. Since
We bound the last two terms. Taking ! 0, we have
using (3.6), where we simply write C for the expression in brackets. By considering a countable C 1 cover of the underlying rectifiable set, we have T x V T x S for V -a.e. x 2 S . Therefore by the dominated convergence theorem we have
This proves equation (3.4) . We prove the equivalence assertion. The "if" direction is clear. Conversely, the above show kıV k is Radon. The free-boundary condition (3.1) trivially shows kıV k V on R N nS and since S is closed, we have spt. V / S. Given any Y 2 C 1 c .B r S .S /; R N /, we have using the notation above
Therefore
We have the following immediate corollary.
Here D 1 depends only on n; inf r S i ; C 1 ; W; U .
We wish to prove a compactness theorem for free-boundary varifolds. We require some initial approximation results. Proof. Part (A) is clear. We prove part (B). Fix an X 2 L p . /, and since is rectifiable (see [10, Lemma 7 
We can pick so that
This shows T .S / is dense in S T .L p . //. Conversely, given X 2 L p . /, then S T .X / D X if and only if Z S \W
The "only if" part is trivial, and the "if" by differentiation. Since the above relation is preserved under L p . / limits, S T .L p . // is closed.
Then there is an integral n-varifold V with free-boundary in S U such that, after passing to a subsequence, we have varifold convergence
and hence
Proof. By Hölder's inequality, we have uniform L 1 loc . V i / bounds on S T i .H V i /, and hence by Corollary 3.3 (and that r S i is uniformly bounded below) we have uniform local bounds on kıV i k. Allard's compactness theorem implies subsequential convergence to some integral n-varifold V in U , with locally finite variation.
Fix a precompact W U , and choose any X 2 T .S / supported in W . We can find a sequence X i 2 T .S i / so that X i ! X in C 1 , and spt X i W . We have
Take the limit on both sides, to deduce
Hence, using Proposition 3.4, we deduce ıV is an
Free-boundary Brakke flows
For the duration of this paper we adopt the notation that Á t . 
This is our set of admissible test functions. When there is no ambiguity, we may omit the U or I . Definition 4.0.2. Let I R be some interval. We say a collection . .t // t 2I of Radon measures is an n-dimensional Brakke flow with free-boundary in S U if the following holds:
(B) For any finite interval .a; b/ I , and every 2 BT .S; U; OEa; b/, we have
t / dt:
Here I is the time interval of definition.
Given a domain U , a free-boundary Brakke flow is supported in if it additionally satisfies:
If S D \ U , and . .t // t is supported in , for short we will sometimes say . .t // t is a free-boundary Brakke flow in U .
Since the free-boundary condition only sees vector fields parallel to S, the natural curvature becomes S T .H / instead of H . As demonstrated in the introductory example, in general S ? .H / is poorly behaved in limits. On the other hand, Proposition 4.4 illustrates why we can expect definition (4.1) to still admit good regularity.
As far as the dynamics are concerned we are effectively "modding out" by S. 
This follows from Proposition 3.2. .A/ D n .x C A/; then the family t 7 ! x 0 ; . 2 .t t 0 // will be a Brakke flow centered at X 0 D .x 0 ; t 0 /, and parabolically dilated by 1= , with free-boundary in S= U= .
Proposition 4.4. Let . .t // t be a Brakke flow with free-boundary in P R N , for some hyperplane P , and write A W R N ! R N for reflection about P . Then the measures
having used equations (3.2) and (3.3).
Analogous to smooth flows, we will often work with Brakke flows as objects in spacetime.
taken over all times of definition. The spacetime track M of . .t // t is the spacetime support with associated multiplicities. We shall often find it convenient to identify a (free-boundary) Brakke flow with its track M. For example:
In choosing an appropriate cut-off we follow Buckland [4] .
Take the cut-off radius Ä to be any number less than or equal to r S c 0 .n/ . Let Á.s/ D .1 s/ 4 C ; and define the mass cut-off function, at radius Ä, to be
for some˛D˛.n/ 1 2 to be determined later. Similarly, define the reflected cutoff function
There are a couple reasons for making these definitions. First, C Q 2 T .S /. Second, the extra factor of 3=4 allows us to kill errors from the reflected Q
x. Third, we wish to keep the cutoff parabolic-scale-invariant This follows using Lemma 2.3, since we have for any x 2 spt S ,
where refl is the affine reflection about T .0/ S . In particular, we have
³ :
We will use and Q as barriers. We require certain conditions on t and x for Q to be an appropriate subsolution.
.
In particular, (4.4) holds in one of the following cases: and jyj Ä jxj C jx yj Ä jxj C jyj 10 :
From the above theorem we deduce that mass at later times is controlled by mass at earlier times. Proof. Since C Q BT .S; U; . 1; 0//, we can plug C Q into the evolution equation (4.1), then apply Theorem 4.6 (B) and Remark 4.5 to deduce there is a .n/ WDˇ3
for every y 2 S , t 0, and s 2 OE0; 1 2ˇ2 0 Ä. Choose a Vitali cover of S \ B r .z/ by balls of radius Ä; then the balls of radius Ä will have overlap with multiplicity Ä c. ; n/ D c.n/. Therefore, we deduce (4.5)
for t and s as before.
The interior mass bound is similar. Define the barrier function In particular, .t / can only move a finite distance in finite time.
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.7 to balls outside the support of .
The following semi-decreasing property is crucial for (free-boundary) Brakke flows. (C) For every K U , there are a compact Q K (depending only on K, U , jb aj) and
Proof. Given any b > a 1, we have
The Then there is an n-Brakke flow . .t // t 1 with free-boundary in S U , and a subsequence i 0 so that
as Radon measures for every t 1. For a.e. t 1, there is a further subsequence i 00 (depending on t ) so that
as varifolds. Here V i 00 .t / and V .t / are the integral n-varifolds, with free-boundary in S i 00 , S, associated to i 00 .t /, .t / (respectively).
Proof. Let C be a countable subset of ¹ 2 C 2 c .U; R C / W D 2 T .S /º, which is dense in C 0 c .U; R C /, see Proposition 3.4. For any 2 C, there is a constant C D C. ; C 1 .spt // so that
is decreasing in t. We can assume L ;i .0/ Ä C also.
By Helly's selection principle and diagonalization, we can pass to a subsequence, also denoted i , so that for each 2 C there is a decreasing function L .t / satisfying
In other words, the limits lim i i .t /. / exists for every t 1, and 2 C. Since C is dense in C 0 c .U; R C /, the usual compactness of Radon measures implies there exists a collection of Radon measures . .t // t 1 so that
as Radon measures for every t 1. We show . .t // t is a Brakke flow with free-boundary. Fix a and b with 1 Ä a < b. If we let
then by Proposition 4.9 and Fatou's lemma we have for a.e. t 2 .a; b/ that f K .t / < 1 for every compact K U . Fix 2 BT .S; U / \ C 2 . We can choose a sequence i 2 BT .S i ; U i / \ C 2 so that i ! in C 2 , and spt i . ; t / spt . ; t / for every t. Since the i , are uniformly bounded in C 2 , we can find a fixed function 2 C 0 c .U; R C / so that
Therefore, for each i we have
For each t, we have by construction that
and clearly each term above is uniformly bounded in t . Using the dominated convergence theorem, and Fatou's lemma, we have
For a.e. t 2 .a; b/, we can pass to a subsequence i 0 (depending on t ) so that the following is satisfied:
By Theorem 3.5, we can pass to a further subsequence, to obtain convergence V i 0 ! V to some integral varifold, with free-boundary in S U . We deduce that
We elaborate. The second and third terms follow directly from Theorem 3.5, and the convergence of i 0 . To obtain the first term, we use Theorem 3.5, with a layer-cake formula:
However, V is determined independent of the sequence i 0 , since i .t / ! .t / D V independent of i 0 . Therefore, for a.e. t 2 .a; b/:
Plugging this back into (4.7) completes the proof. Proof. For each finite interval OEc; d .a; b/ we have uniform mass bounds by Corollary 4.7, and so we can apply Theorem 4.10. The corollary follows by diagonalization. If a > 1, we can take to be defined at a, as a limit of i 0 .a i 0 /, passing to a further subsequence as necessary.
Monotonicity
We prove a monotonicity for the following reflected and truncated Gaussian. The above definition gives us the appropriate Gaussian density centered at the spacetime origin. Given an X 0 D .x 0 ; t 0 /, define the recentered reflected, truncated heat kernel is the function 
and therefore
We used the trivial relation he i ; Y i D h Q e i ; e Y i.
By direct computation, we have
Therefore we have
By a result of Brakke [3] ,
Using this and the above calculations, we have at V -a.e. x,
Without much rigmarole we have also
Since both C Q and C Q lie in T .S /, we have
We now calculate, using Theorem 4.6, and ensuring 0 Äˇ0.n/Ä 2 ,
Here C D C.Ä; n/, and D t represents the upper-derivative in the sense of lim sups of difference quotients.
We do some subcalculations. First,
We used that, for anyˇ; > 0, that yˇe y Ä C.ˇ; /.e y / 1 . Precisely the same calculation holds for j Q xj 3 2 , since the relative powers again differ by 1 2 . We put the three calculations together, to deduce
The theorem is proved.
Using the above, we define a Gaussian density in a neighborhood of the barrier. For points outside this neighborhood we can use the standard truncated Gaussian density, and by our one-sidedness assumption these will be compatible across the transition region. Remark 5.2. By Remark 4.5, and our one-sidedness assumption, the two cases agree near B Ä=10 .S / \ N provided 0 is sufficiently small (depending only on n; Ä). Proof. For x 0 near the barrier this is immediate from Theorem 5.1. Away from the barrier, ‚ is actually monotone in r without error terms, by the computations in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.6. In the following section we will show this limit is independent of (admissible) choice of Ä.
Tangent flows
We prove the existence of tangent flows, as self-similar Brakke flows with free-boundary in a plane, and show that the Gaussian density of the reflected tangent flow agrees with the original reflected density at the point. Throughout this section we take M Á . .t // t 1 to be a free- boundary :
As proven in [9] , ‚.M; X; r/ is increasing in r, and strictly increasing unless M is a selfshrinker (parabolic cone) centered at X . The Gaussian density at X is the limit The Euclidean density of an n-varifold V , at a point x and scale r, is defined to be
When V is stationary, ‚ eucl is increasing in r, and we can define the Euclidean density at a point x, or at 1 (respectively) by
We first show that mass of M is controlled in the dilates. We show that M 0 moves by self-shrinking. Proof of Theorem 6.4. We can suppose X 0 D 0. Take M i D D 1= i M ! M 0 as above, and Ä Ä min¹ r S c 1 ; d.0; U /º. Let refl be reflection about the limit barrier plane if it exists, and formally 1 if it does not. By the dominated convergence theorem, we have
Writing Á 2 i 0 , we have where ! 0 as R ! 1. By the monotone convergence theorem, the left-hand side converges to the standard Gaussian density of the reflected Brakke flow e M 0 . The above equality holds for every 0 , so e M 0 has constant density. By the standard monotonicity formula [9] , we deduce e M 0 is a self-shrinker.
The above theorem and corollary motivate the following definitions. where Ä is any number Ä min¹ r S c 1 ; d.x; U /º. Definition 6.5.2. Given x 2 S, a reflected tangent flow at X D .x; t / is the flow e M 0 obtained by reflecting a tangent flow M 0 at X about its free-boundary planar barrier.
Any reflected tangent flow of M at the point X will have constant Gaussian density equal to ‚ refl.S / .M; X /.
We will need the following proposition. It should be standard. Proposition 6.6. Let M Á . .t // t Ä0 be an ancient, self-shrinking Brakke flow in R N with ‚.M/ < 1, and write . 1/ D V . Let V 0 be a tangent cone to V at x (since V is minimal in a weighted metric, we can take tangent cones at every point). Then we have ‚ eucl .V 0 / D ‚.M; .x; 1// Ä ‚.M/:
Proof. Let i ! 0 be chosen so that 1 i .V x/ ! V 0 as varifolds (where we interpret translation and dilation in the obvious sense of pushforwards). By passing to a further subsequence, we can assume D 1= i .M .x; 1// ! M 0 .
Since M is self-shrinking, M 0 must be a static, eternal flow with M 0 .t / Á V 0 . We calculate, using the coarea formula and standard formulas for ! n , 
Upper-semi-continuity
The reduction of ‚ refl to the reflected Gaussian in the case of planar barriers, and the above monotonicity result, give good behavior in limits. Lemma 7.1. Let M i be a sequence of Brakke flows in domains i U i so that (writing
for every X i ! 0, r i ! 0, subject to r i Ä R i for some sequence R i . Let i ! 1 be another sequence, with i R i ! 1, and suppose the dilated flows D i M i converge to some Brakke flow M 0 in R N , having possible free-boundary in a plane. If e M 0 is the reflection of M 0 across its barrier plane, then we have ‚. e M 0 ; X; r/ Ä ‚ 0 for all X; r:
Proof. Fix an X 0 D .x 0 ; t 0 /, r, R. By assumption, we have a (possibly empty) affine plane P so that i S i ! P in C 3 loc . Let refl be the affine reflection about P if it exists, and formally 1 if it does not. We have by the dominated convergence theorem
The last inequality is justified because of the requirement i R i ! 1. Taking R ! 1, we have by the monotone convergence theorem that ‚. e M 0 ; X 0 ; r/ Ä ‚ 0 . and M i ! M for some free-boundary Brakke flow in U . Suppose M is defined for times greater than 1. Take X D .x; t / with t > 1. Then for every X i ! X, r i ! 0, we have lim sup i ‚ refl.S i ;Ä/ .M i ; X i ; r i / Ä ‚ refl.S / .M; X /:
In particular, we have
Proof. We can assume X i D X D 0 by translating the M i , M in spacetime. Then M is defined for time greater than or equal to T 0 for some T 0 < 0. We can therefore assume the M i are defined for time greater than or equal to T 0 2 . Let 1 D min. Now take r ! 0. 
Local regularity
We prove an a priori regularity estimate for classical flows, as in White [23] . Proof. We follow White. Let N be the infimum over all > 0 for which the theorem fails. We wish to show N > 0.
We have a sequence of numbers i ! N so that for each index i there is a smooth mean curvature flow M i , supported in some smooth domain i , having classical free-boundary in S i D i \ U i , and proper in some open U i U i R R N;1 . This sequence satisfies:
(A) r 3;˛. S/ Ä, (B) ‚ refl.S i / .M i ; X; r/ < 1 C i for every X 2 U i and 0 < r < d.X; U i /,
By shrinking the U i as necessary, we can assume that the quantity (C) is finite for each i , and that every U i is bounded. Choose X i so that
and set i D r 2;˛. M i ; X i / 1 . Define the rescaled sequence
Then each M 0 i satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, with 0 i , U 0 i , and i , but additionally r 2;˛. M 0 i ; 0/ D 1. By our choice of i , we have
and
uniformly on compact sets, and r 3;˛. S 0 i / i Ä ! 1. Therefore, after passing to a subsequence, the M 0 i converge locally in C 2 to some C 2 mean curvature flow M 0 , which is proper in R N;1 . The limit M 0 either has no boundary, or is supported in a half-space , with free-boundary in a plane P D . In the latter case we have for some possibly infinite T 0. Therefore on any compact set and i large we have
and so after a suitable rotation,
where u i is defined on B n;1 5 \ .Q i . 1; T i / for some smooth domain Q i (a perturbation of i \ .R n ¹0º/), and some T i 0 converging to T . The u i satisfy (8.1) ju i j 2;B n;1 5 ! 0; OEu i 2;˛;B n;1 5 Ä c.n;˛/:
We wish to show that OEu i 2;˛;B n;1 2 ! 0;
as this will contradict our normalization r 2;˛. M 0 i ; 0/ D 1. If P lies outside B N n 5 B n 5 , then the proof reduces to the boundaryless case considered by White. We shall therefore assume S i \ .B To this end, note that each Q u i satisfies the graphical mean curvature flow equation in the pullback metric i Dˆ i ı:
where g pq is the inverse of the matrix g pq D i .e p C D p Q u i ; e q C D q Q u i /. Proof. The proof is in White [23] . Since it is very short, we reproduce it here.
Theorem 8.6. Let D.n; N / be the set of all M 2 S.n; N / such that if any (reflected) tangent flow at X is a multiplicity-1 (quasi-)static plane, then X is a regular point. Then D is closed under convergence of free-boundary Brakke flows.
Further, there is a constant Á D Á.n; N / so that if M 2 D has free-boundary in , and ‚ refl. / .M; X / < 1 C Á, then X is a regular point. Here Ä > 0 is chosen so that Ä < inf i r 3;˛. i /, where i is the domain supporting M i .
Suppose, towards a contradiction, (8.4) fails. Then (passing to a subsequence as necessary) we have a sequence R i ! 0, and X i 2 \B N;
But then since X i ! 0, R i ! 0, this contradicts upper semi-continuity (Lemma 7.2). Therefore (8.4) must hold for some domain U. We deduce that (for i large) M i \ U is regular, and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. Proof. Choose a increasing sequence T i ! T . Each flow M i D M\¹t Ä T i º is smooth, proper, and hence M i 2 D.n; N /. Further, it is clear that M i ! M as free-boundary Brakke flows. By Theorem 8.6, we have M 2 D.n; N / also. Therefore, by assumption, spt M is smooth near .x; T /.
Elliptic regularization
We adapt the elliptic regularization construction of Ilmanen [10] to the free-boundary setting. All the real work here is Ilmanen's or White's, we merely verify the constructions work with our notion of free-boundary Brakke flow. Throughout this section we will assume R N is a domain with smooth boundary S D , satisfying r 3;˛. S / > 0; and † is an integral n-current in , with finite mass, compact support, and satisfying additionally H nC1 .spt †/ D 0.
The main result of this section is the following. Further, if † is smooth, embedded, with classical free-boundary in , then for some ı. †/ > 0, M \ ¹0 Ä t Ä ıº is smooth and proper.
From the uniqueness of classical solutions we obtain directly: In this metric, every plane ¹z D constº is strictly convex, with mean curvature pointing in the z direction.
Definition 9.2.1. Let C be the space of integral .n C 1/-currents P in R, for which P D † and spt P OE0; 1/.
Clearly C is closed under weak convergence. If P i is a minimizing sequence for I , then since we have local mass bounds, we can take a limit P i ! P . Then P 2 C also, and by lower-semi-continuity of mass P minimizes I in C .
Moreover, we have that (9.1) P . ¹0º/ D 0:
This follows by White's varifold maximum principle [24] , the strict convexity of the ¹z D 0º plane, and our assumption that H nC1 .spt †/ D 0.
The integral .n C 1/-current P can be extended to an integer-multiplicity rectifiable current in R N C1 by restriction. The extension will satisfy
though in general the boundary will not a priori be anymore integral. (Actually Gruter [7] has shown that for minimizers such as P the extension boundary is integral and locally finite, but we will not need this fact.) Here is what will happen. We define the translating solitons P .t / D P t . As ! 0, these "stretch out" to become a z-invariant Brakke flow, with initial condition † .0; 1/. This gives the required Brakke flow.
On the other hand, we can normalize P by scaling z by 1 . As ! 0, the normalized currents T essentially approach the spacetime track of the Brakke flow obtained previously. In fact, the limit will sit beneath the spacetime track. For reasons intimately connected with non-uniqueness, there may be a mass discrepancy between the spacetime track and the limit. (C) We have 1 Z j ? z j 2 d P Ä I .P /:
(D) In particular, for any interval A R, we have kP .A/k Ä .jAj C /k †k.
Proof. The proof is identical to that in [10] , since all the relevant vector fields lie in T .
R; R N .0; 1//. We provide an overview. Part (A) follows by plugging in † OE0; 1/ into I .
To prove (B)-(D), first one proves: for any ı > 0, and w ı z 0, we have ı 1 Z j T z j 2 d P .z;zCı/ ı 1 Z j T z j 2 d P .w;wCı/ (9.3) 1 Z j ? z j 2 d P .zC ;w/ :
To achieve this, plug the vector field X D Á.z/e z= z into ıI .P /, for Á an appropriate piecewise linear function supported on .0; 1/. Similarly, one can prove that: for any ı > 0 we have (9.4) ı 1 Z j T z j 2 d P .0;ı/ Ä I .P /:
One uses a family of vector fields X D .z/ z , where looks like .z/ D z ı on OE0; ı;
.z/ D 1 z ı L on OEı; L:
These vector fields are allowed because we know by Corollary 4.7 that P .0; a/ is compactly supported for any a < 1. By (9.1), we need only prove (B) and (C) for intervals A .0; 1/. Part (B) follows directly from (9.3)-(9.4) and choosing an appropriate partition of A. Part (C) follows from (9.3)-(9.4), and the monotone convergence theorem. Part (D) is then immediate. This implies that lim sup i ‚ refl.S / .M i ; X / D 1 for any X 2 R N .0; 1/. Therefore by Theorem 8.6, M i is regular at any such X for i sufficiently large. Theorem 8.1 implies the r 2;˛. M i / is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of r 2;˛. Passing to a further subsequence as necessary, and using Lemma A.2, we obtain smooth convergence M i ! M 0 in U.
In particular, for i sufficiently large, we must have that M i \ .B N 2 .0/ OE 1 4 ; 4/ D graph.u i / for u i W i L ! L ? satisfying jDu i j C jD 2 u i j C j t u i j ! 0 as i ! 1.
But by construction we have
; 4 is eventually graphical, with estimates (9.6), contradicting our initial choice.
This shows that near x, M \ ¹0 < tº splits as a union of graphs over L, each with estimate (9.6). But by repeating the same blow-up argument with the dilates D 1= p t i .M x/, we deduce M must be one-sheeted.
This shows that for some ı. †/, M is regular on ¹0 < t Ä ıº, is C 0;1 (in spacetime) and C 1 (in space) up to t D 0. This argument by itself is not sufficient to prove C 1 up to t D 0, since it only requires † to be C 1 .
We prove using a barrier argument that M is C 1;1 up to t D 0. Parabolic Schauder estimates will then give us C 1 (or, in general, as much regularity as †).
Choose Ä smaller than r S c 1 and 1 30 -th the C 1;1 regularity scale of †. Given any x 2 †, and unit vector v in the normal bundle N x †, we can attach a small ball B x;v of radius Ä passing through x and having outward normal vector v.
We wish to show that, for a short time t 2 OE0; t 0 .n; Ä/, † stays disjoint from the ball B x;v .t / obtained by shrinking B x;v by the factor 1 c.n; Ä/t. This will imply the map u as in Lemma 9.12 satisfies the improved estimate (9.7) juj t C jDuj p t C jD 2 uj C j t uj Ä 1 in a sufficiently small spacetime neighborhood of x. Then (9.7) implies M extends as in C 1;1 to time 0, and therefore completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. If x 6 2 B r S =10 . /, then by considering the evolution of just .x; t / from Theorem 4.6 we obtain the desired disjointness directly. If x 2 B r S =10 . /, then we may have to work a little harder. By the free-boundary condition,
is either disjoint from † (if x 6 2 †), or touches tangentially at x also (if x 2 †). Let y be the center of B x;v . If y 2 , we simply apply Theorem 4.6 (A). Otherwise, we must apply Theorem 4.6 (B) to a small ball (and its reflection) centered at .y/, to ensure † stays disjoint from a neighborhood of y. Then we are justified in applying Theorem 4.6 (C) to deduce the required disjointness. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1.
